Seasonal Ice Rink at the RCC Parking Lot

Our Seasonal Ice Rink is located at the Redding Community Center Parking lot (to the right as you pull into the RCC). The ice rink is provided for the enjoyment of Redding residents and their guests.

It is very important that people stay off of it until it is officially open as the liner underneath can get cut by a skate blade. We will announce when the rink is open for this season initially with a Park and Recreation email blast and a Town of Redding Facebook post.

-When ready, the rink will be open “dawn until dusk”

Designated “Sticks and Puck” times:
Saturdays and Sundays 9:00-11:00am
Evening Hours - There are no scheduled evening hours.

Covid 19 Rules –
• Limit 10 people on the ice
• Stay 6 feet away from other skaters
• Facemasks must be worn at all times unless it is just your immediate family at the rink (have a mask on your person should people arrive at the rink.)

Ice Skating Rules
• Skating only is allowed during designated time when posted OPEN FOR USE
• Skating permitted dawn until dusk
• Supervision not provided - Children 12 and under must be accompanied by someone 16 years or older.
• Be aware of others. Please skate respectfully and at a speed that takes into account varied abilities
• Slower skaters or stopped skaters should stay towards the center.
• Sticks and pucks are only permitted at designated times.

Skate at your own risk.
• The Town of Redding will not be held liable for any reason. Skaters skate at their own risk.
• Ice skating can be dangerous. Do not skate alone. Helmets are strongly recommended for all especially children and beginners.
• Be aware of changing ice conditions. It will vary on any given day or any part of the ice surface.

Sticks And Pucks are only permitted in designated posted times.
- No full size nets permitted.
- Milk crate height goals are permitted to keep the shots low to the ice.
- Varied age groups may be using the surface during sticks and pucks time Please play cross rink when necessary to allow maximum use for all residents.
- Protective hockey equipment recommended (minimally hockey gloves and helmets with a face shield).
- No checking

For your safety and enjoyment
Skates must be worn on the ice surface
No skating aids (chairs, milk crates etc…) permitted on ice.
No food or beverage permitted on the ice surface
No dogs on the ice surface.
No smoking, drugs or alcohol permitted (including parking areas adjacent to the rink)
Inappropriate language or behavior will not be tolerated

The Park and Recreation Cancellation line will indicate if the rink is opened or closed each day.
Park and Recreation Cancellation Line. - (203) 938-5036 X 3
Please be sure to call before coming out!